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A. Detils for artistic style transfer and temporal error map
For the sequence artistic style transfer, implementation
wise, we use the pretrained VGG-19 as the loss network,
relu2 2 as the content layer, relu1 2, relu2 2, relu3 2 and
relu4 2 as the style layers. We set the weight for each
loss as: 1e5 for content, 2 for style, 1e-7 for spatial
regularization, 10 for optical flow, and 100 for shift. The
downsampling factor K for the transformer network [1] is
4. Shifts are uniformly sampled from [1, K − 1] for every
training frame.
We follow the same procedure of computing the temporal error as in [2] to evaluate the consistency between
consecutive frames:
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where N is the number of all pixels (width × hight
× channel) and T represents the length of the sequence.
f wraps the stylized frame t + 1 back to t based on the
ground truth optical flow provided in the Sintel datset. Fig.
3 in the main paper shows a sample temporal error map
for two consecutive frames.
We train all the three methods for 40, 000 steps on the
collected Videvo dataset with an Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti. The
batch size is 1. The training time for of FF, FF+flow and
Ours are 3.27, 3.33 and 5.18 hours respectively. Note that
it takes approximately 3 hours before training to compute
the optical flow which is required for the training of the
FF+flow method, and this method also requires sequential
training data while Ours does not.
B. Training details of Carla benchmark evalution
We use the goal-directed navigation benchmark [3] in
Carla simulator. We deploy all experiments in Town 1
and test under the testing weather condition. There are
four tasks in the benchmark including Straight, One turn,
Navigation and Navigation with dynamic obstacles. Each
of the tasks is carried out over 25 episodes. Each episode
has a preset starting and goal location. The agent needs to
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reach the goal within a certain time budget to achieve a
successful episode. The time budget is defined by the time
needed to reach the goal when travelling along the optimal
path within 10 km/h. The optimal path to finish all 25 × 4
episodes in the benchmark is around 53 km.
All of the training of the policies and the adaptation
models are implemented with Pytorch and deployed with
a single Nvidia 1080Ti GPU. Images provided in the Carla
dataset are of size 88×200. We train our visual control policy following the branched structure of condition imitation
learning [4]. The speed of the car is also taken as the input.
Four differnt branches corresponds to four differnt high
level commands (straight, left, right, follow line) provided
by the global path planner. Each of the branches will output
three values indicating the steering angle, the acceleration
and the brake respectively. The embedding of the image is
also used to predict the speed of the car as an auxiliary
task. The same data augmentation methods as in [4] are
incorporated including contrast variations, brightness and
tone variations, adding Gaussian blur, Gaussian noise and
salt-and-pepper noise, and masking out a random set of
rectangles in the image. The batch size for training is 1000.
Our implementation code for this part is public1 .
daytime
Training
Evaluation

853
99

daytime
after rain
840
99

clear
sunset
715
84

daytime
hard rain
816
93

TABLE I: Sequence data distribution under the four different weathers of the original Carla dataset. Each of the
sequence consists of 200 frames.
The original Carla dataset consists of 3289 sequences
for training and 374 sequences for evaluating where each
sequence includes 200 frames. We separate them based on
the four weather conditions as shown in Table I.
We train all of the policies for 90 epochs with Adam
and an initial learning rate of 0.0002. The learning rate
is reduced by half every ten epochs. The training for
each of the three Single-Domain policies takes around 5
hours under its corresponding training weather condition.
The training of the Multi-Domain policy takes almost 16
hours since it uses all of three training weather conditions
as described in Section IV-B. of the main paper. The
evaluation dataset is used to choose the best model after
1 https://github.com/onlytailei/carla
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Fig. 1: The effects of VR-Goggles transfer model training
at different training stages. After 50 epochs, the output of
the transfer model is quite stable.
each epoch. We randomly choose 30 sequences from the
evaluation data under each of the three training weather
conditions as the evaluation data for Multi-Domain. Our
policy shows comparable quality compared with the original implementation [3] in training conditions as reported
in Table II of our main paper.
Three transfer models are trained to translate images
from the testing weather condition (daytime hard rain) to
each of the three training conditions for both CycleGan
and VR-Goggles. We follow the default settings of official
CycleGAN code2 . We do not conduct any resizing or
cropping during training. The learning rate is 0.0002 for
the first 100 and decayed to 0 for the next 100 epochs.
The weight of the shift loss is 1000. The domain adaptation
takes almost the same time for both CycleGAN and VRGoggles, which is almost 15 hours. The last models for all
of the setups are used for the benchmark testing. In fact, the
visual quality of the generated image is quite stable after
50 epochs as shown in Figure 1, and we don’t really need
to train the model for 15 hours for applications. However,
to compare with the original CycleGAn fairly, we follow
their settings for the account of training epoch [5]. For the
experiments in the real world (Section IV.C. of the main
paper), we train CycleGAN and VR-Goggles for 50 epochs.
An interesting point in Table II of the main paper is that
testing result under the Multi-Domain policy is better than
in training condition for the Straight task. It is also the case
in the results presented in the original Carla benchmark
tests [3].
C. Comparing Policy Transfer Methods: Simulated Indoor
Navigation
To illustrate the difference between the policy transfer
pipelines of our proposed real-to-sim approach and several
2 https://github.com/junyanz/pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix
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representative sim-to-real approaches we conduct a direct
comparison in a simulated indoor navigation experiment.
We build an indoor office environment in Gazebo [7].
With two different sets of textures, we render two environments: Sim-Env and ”Real”-Env, shown on the left
of Fig. 3. We train agents to learn navigation policies to
accomplish the task of navigating to chairs based purely on
its front-facing color camera readings; the agent obtained a
reward of −0.005 for a step cost, −0.05 for collision, and 1
for reaching the target. We illustrate the procedures of the
following approaches to transfer policies learned in SimEnv to ”Real”-Env, and show the average steps obtained
by the agents in evaluation during training in Fig. 3:
(1) From-Scratch [8]: Canonical A3C trained from
scratch on Sim-Env. We execute 8 training processes and 1
evaluation process, each with their own copy of Sim-Env.
We note here that this is all the policy training required for
our real-to-sim approach, as no fine-tuning or retraining of
the policy is needed for deploying it in real-world scenes;
also, since our approach decouples the policy training and
the domain adaptation, the adaptation networks can be
trained in parallel with the policy training. This is also the
policy training procedure for several sim-to-real approaches
[9], [10], except that an additional adaptation step has to
be added for each of the training frames; also, for each
visually different real-world scene, this line of approaches
needs to go through another complete policy training procedure. (2) Multi-Domain (inspired by [11], [12]): Our A3C
variant of the domain randomization approach. The key
concept of domain randomization [11], [12] is randomizing
the textures, viewing angles, etc. of objects during the
training in simulation, such that when deploying the trained
model in real-world scenarios, the modality of the realworld objects could just be naturally dealt with as another
variation. Here we adopt the same basic idea but implement
it under the constraints of our simulator (changing the texture for each frame is not as straightforward in Gazebo). In
detail, each of the 8 A3C workers renders its environment
with its own set of textures. All 8 sets of textures for the
various objects in the environment are shown in Fig. 2. The
evaluation during training uses Sim-Env as its environment.
We note here that this is all the policy training required
for the Multi-Domain approach, since once converged, the
agent is expected to be directly deployable in real-world
environments. Unfortunately, for our considered task and

Fig. 2: 8 different sets of textures of the 8 workers for
training Multi-Domain (Sec. -C).
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Fig. 3: Average episode lengths in evaluation during training, comparing policy transfer procedures of From-Scratch,
Multi-Domain and Progressive. We show median-filtered curves in line with [6]. An adapting phase is necessary for
Progressive in each new environment; while for our real-to-sim approach, From-Scratch is all the policy training needed.
setup, our A3C variant of the approach does not manage to
learn useful policies, as is shown by the green dashed line
in Fig. 3 (we trained it for 8 times the iterations shown but
still it fails to converge). We suspect that our variant of randomizing textures might have imposed challenges for our
RL task where informative reward signals are sparse. We
suspect that more workers with more sets of textures could
lead to improved performance. However, with relatively
limited computing resources and with simulators where
there is no relatively efficient solutions for randomizing
the textures of objects at each frame, the Multi-Domain
method does not learn useful policies. (3) Progressive
[6]: Progressive Nets for transferring the policy of FromScratch on Sim-Env to ”Real”-Env. As described in [6],
a second column is added after the first column is trained
(the From-Scratch policy on Sim-Env). We note that for
this approach, although the adaptation of the policy in
new environments is significantly accelerated compared to
training from scratch, the overall policy training needed
contains both the initial training (the yellow block), and an
adapting phase (the cyan blocks) in case we want to deploy
the agent in new environments.
Further implementation details for Progressive: We follow the same parameter initialization strategy as in [6] for
the output layers and the connection layers to guarantee
that the initial policy output of the agent is identical to
the first column. Observing that the simulation and realworld environments presented in [6] are relatively more
visually similar than Sim-Env and Real-Env, we additionally conduct experiments where we do not incorporate the
above parameter initialization strategy, as we suspect that
a random initialization might be more beneficial for transfer scenarios where two environments are more visually
different. We found out that both the identical and the
random initialization works, with the former converging
faster. So we only report the experiments with the identical
initialization, shown in the blue line in Fig. 3.
D. Comparing Domain Adaptation Methods: Additional
Materials
We additionally validate the shift loss in the field of domain adaptation in outdoor urban street scenarios (where
we collect synthetic domain images s ∼ psim from the
CARLA simulator [3], and realistic domain images r ∼ preal
from the RobotCar dataset [13]). We compare the following
three setups: CyCADA [14]: CycleGAN with semantic
constraints, trained on single frames; CyCADA+flow: Cy-

CADA with temporal constraints ([2]), trained on sequential
frames; Ours: CyCADA with shift loss, trained on single
frames; we refer to this as the VR-Goggles.
We pretrain the segmentation network fS using Deeplab
[15]. It is worth mentioning that the original CyCADA paper did not use the semantic constraint in their experiments
due to memory issues. We are able to incorporate semantic
loss calculation, by cropping the input in each iteration.
In Fig. 4, we show a comparison of the subsequent
frames generated by the three approaches. Our method
again achieves the highest consistency and eliminates more
artifacts due to the smoothness of the learned model.

Fig. 4: Comparison of the translated images for sequential
input frames for the different approaches. 1st row: two
subsequent input frames from the realistic domain, with
several representative images from the simulated domain
shown in between; 2nd ∼ 4th row: outputs from CyCADA,
CyCADA+flow and Ours. Our method is able to output
consistent subsequent frames and eliminate artifacts. We
adjust the brightness of some zoom-ins for visualization
purposes.
An additional implementation detail for all our domain
adaptation experiments: As a naive random crop would

highly likely lead to semantic permutations, we crop inputs
of the two domains in the same training iteration from the
same random position, and our empirical results show that
this greatly stabilizes the adaptation.
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